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fxpansion release a new version of their flagship acoustic drum software called bfd3 featuring
realistic drum sounds such as 1,831 sounds, over 200+ sound expansions, 18 presets for mix down,
1148 drum replacement kits, and over 20,000 samples. the improved interface with a new browser
and mixer for presets, kits and more, and a comprehensive collection of over 1,831 drum kits along
with over 2,430 single-source and multi-source drum samples all make this an important product
for both software and hardware users. fxpansion have been on my radar since the release of their

dcam: synth squad series, which is amongst the most realistic analogue modelling i've heard.
attention to detail clearly matters something you appreciate as you delve into geist. it's an

ambitious product, so it's natural that expectations are going to be high, but for the most part
they're satisfied, even if the fxpansion forum already includes an extensive list of 'user wants'! bfd3

is the third generation of fxpansions flagship acoustic drum software: a new level of realism and
innovative features in a redesigned intuitive engine. the updated interface has a new mixer and a
browser for sounds and presets, which makes working with bfd even easier. the new bfd3 library is
designed to provide a diverse range of drum sounds out of the box.andrew scheps, rail jon rogut
and john emrich took part in its recording.the recording was made in 2 rooms to create a varied
sound atmosphere, using sticks and brushes. bfd3 is the third generation of fxpansions flagship
acoustic drum software: a new level of realism and innovative features in a redesigned intuitive

engine. the updated interface has a new mixer and a browser for sounds and presets, which makes
working with bfd even easier.the new bfd3 library is designed to provide a diverse range of drum
sounds out of the box.andrew scheps, rail jon rogut and john emrich took part in its recording.the
recording was made in 2 rooms to create a varied sound atmosphere, using sticks and brushes.
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fxpansion incorporate some concepts from
trainwreck and velocity os, although i'd
hesitate to call them innovation. their

premise seems to be that the traditional
envelope filter is actually ill-suited to the

task of shaping percussion attacks, which is
true to a degree. instead, geist has the

saturation filter for attack shaping. to be
honest, i was really struggling to come up
with a convincing problem that this solves,

but it works well. the new bfd3 library offers
a wealth of ingredients for percussion

engineers. it's very clear that fxpansion
have spent a lot of time and effort in its

development. it's a great achievement that
the enclosed sample & midi rack is over
50mb. it's all there: drums, bass, vibes,
cymbals, xylophones, percussion, and of

course the usual synths - with a wide
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selection of synth types. geist is very easy
to use, providing a list of presets ready to
try and load into the interface. 'the exotic

collection of sounds on this software sample
library is going to put some spring in your

step!' says the bfd xl review. well i love a bit
of healthy competition, so i'll resist the

temptation to reveal my personal favourite
drum kit, except to say that geist has a

distinct place in my heart, even if (just like
some of my other favourite drum machines)

its origins are in the japanese drumming
tradition of composing with computers. if

you've ever had the opportunity to listen to
the masters, you'll have discovered that the
easiest route to their sound is through the
smallest possible number of instruments.

using enough electronic sound sources and
optional effect filters, often you can achieve

an immediacy of sound which is hard to
capture in any other way. on the other
hand, it's equally true that repetition of
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generic and unimaginative sounds can
appear to dull the edges of an instrument's

soul - an irksome consequence of any
sampler. 5ec8ef588b
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